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“Shaft 3”
This shaft is about 400 metres
approximately east of the Cornish
chimney near the creek. The large
water tank is across the creek from
this shaft.
Coordinates 54J 0270603 6593002
(easting and northing)
Depth from ground surface to water
level 5.4 metres
Depth of water, surface to rock
choke
4 metres
The depth of 4m was found on the
west side of the shaft. The other side
of the shaft was choked with debris
almost to the water surface.
Richard Harris.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Past Trips From General Meetings
PAST TRIPS FROM AUGUST GM
1

Ken Smith talked about the Corra Lynn Cave trip held on the 22nd August. On the trip were 42
people, including 33 who teach/attend Mercedes Collage. After most people left, a group of 5
went out to the Portal Dig and lowered the dig site by 0.2m – about 10 buckets – just to have a
look.

2

Harry Harris visited Mount Gambier over 21-22 Aug diving in Iddlebiddy and Tank Caves. The
Highways Dept was going to re-align a main road to the north of its current position and the
divers used a pinger to determine that a major chamber of Tank Cave was just south of the
road and in no danger from or to the new road.

PAST TRIPS FROM SEPTEMBER GM
1

Harry Harris with 17 others attended the CROP event on 18-19th Sep.

PAST TRIPS FROM OCTOBER GM
1

Ian Lewis was a speaker at “Water Week” in the south east. His talk on caves and cenotes
followed a talk by Steven Walker on frogs

2

Ian Lewis reported on the Damian Grindley trip of October 2-3rd into Sand Cave near
Naracoorte. They cleaned some of the smaller rubbish from the large entrance. The wire and
other rubbish may need power machinery. Athol Jackson said that the large entrance was
enlarged in the 1930’s in order to extract bat guano.

3

Ian Lewis reported on the recent Nullarbor diving trip by Harry Harris including caves in the
Roe Plain, more lower-level tunnels found in Warbla Cave and spectacular panoramic photos
from inside Abrakurrie Cave.

